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ABSTRACT: Laws of nature are universal in scope, hold with unfailing regularity, and
receive support from a wide array of facts and observations. The Law of
Conservation of Information (LCI) is such a law. LCI characterizes the information
costs that searches incur in outperforming blind search. Searches that operate by
Darwinian selection, for instance, often significantly outperform blind search. But
when they do, it is because they exploit information supplied by a fitness function—
information that is unavailable to blind search. Searches that have a greater
probability of success than blind search do not just magically materialize. They form
by some process. According to LCI, any such search-forming process must build into
the search at least as much information as the search displays in raising the
probability of success. More formally, LCI states that raising the probability of
success of a search by a factor of q/p (> 1) incurs an information cost of at least
log(q/p). LCI shows that information is a commodity that, like money, obeys strict
accounting principles. This paper proves three conservation of information theorems:
a function-theoretic, a measure-theoretic, and a fitness-theoretic version. These are
representative of conservation of information theorems in general. Such theorems
provide the theoretical underpinnings for the Law of Conservation of Information.
Though not denying Darwinian evolution or even limiting its role in the history of
life, the Law of Conservation of Information shows that Darwinian evolution is
inherently teleological. Moreover, it shows that this teleology can be measured in
precise information-theoretic terms.
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1 The Creation of Information
Any act of intelligence requires searching a space of possibilities to create information. The
preceding sentence illustrates this very point. In formulating it, we searched a space of letter
sequences. Most such sequences are gibberish (unpronounceable arrangements of random
letters). Of those that are meaningful, most are not in English. Of those that are in English, most
have nothing to do with information theory or intelligent design. Only by successively
eliminating vast swatches of this search space did we succeed in locating the first sentence of this
paper, thereby creating a unique sentence in the history of the English language. Each such
reduction of possibilities constitutes an information-generating act. Together, these reductions
constitute a search that identifies one possibility (the first sentence of this paper) to the exclusion
of others.
Information identifies possibilities to the exclusion of others. Unless possibilities are
excluded, no information can be conveyed. To say “it’s raining or it’s not raining” is
uninformative because that statement excludes no possibilities. On the other hand, to say “it’s
raining” excludes the possibility “it’s not raining” and therefore conveys information.
Tautologies, because they are true regardless, can convey no information. We don’t need to be
informed of them because we can figure them out on our own.
Information presupposes multiple live possibilities. Robert Stalnaker puts it this way:
“Content requires contingency. To learn something, to acquire information, is to rule out
possibilities. To understand the information conveyed in a communication is to know what
possibilities would be excluded by its truth.”1 Fred Dretske elaborates: “Information theory
identifies the amount of information associated with, or generated by, the occurrence of an event
(or the realization of a state of affairs) with the reduction in uncertainty, the elimination of
possibilities, represented by that event or state of affairs.”2
According Douglas Robertson, the defining feature of intelligent agents is their ability, as an
act of free will, to create information.3 G. K. Chesterton elaborated on this insight: “Every act of
will is an act of self-limitation. To desire action is to desire limitation. In that sense every act is
an act of self-sacrifice. When you choose anything, you reject everything else.... Every act is an
irrevocable selection and exclusion. Just as when you marry one woman you give up all the
others, so when you take one course of action you give up all the other courses.”4 Intelligence
creates information.
But is intelligence the only causal power capable of creating information? Darwin’s main
claim to fame is that he is supposed to have provided a mechanism that could create information
without the need for intelligence. Interestingly, he referred to this mechanism as “natural
selection.” Selection, as understood before Darwin, had been an activity confined to intelligent
agents. Darwin’s great coup was to attribute the power of selection to nature—hence “natural
selection.”
Nature, as conceived by Darwin and his followers, acts without purpose—it is
nonteleological and therefore unintelligent. As evolutionary geneticist Jerry Coyne puts it in
opposing intelligent design, “If we’re to defend evolutionary biology, we must defend it as a
science: a nonteleological theory in which the panoply of life results from the action of natural
selection and genetic drift acting on random mutations.”5 But why do Coyne and fellow
Darwinists insist that evolutionary biology, to count as science, must be nonteleological.6 Where
did that rule come from? The wedding of teleology with the natural sciences is itself a wellestablished science—it’s called engineering. Intelligent design, properly conceived, belongs to
the engineering sciences.
But to return to the point at hand, does nature really possess the power to select and thereby
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create information? To answer this question, we need to turn to the relation between matter and
information. The matter-information distinction is old and was understood by the ancient Greeks.
For them, there was matter, passive or inert stuff waiting to be arranged; and there was
information, active stuff that did the arranging.7 This distinction provides a useful way of carving
up experience and making sense of the world. Left here, it is uncontroversial. Nonetheless, it
becomes controversial once we add another dimension to it, that of nature and design:
Information
|
|
Nature — — — — — Design
|
|
Matter
Designing intelligences are not the only agents capable of putting information into matter.
Nature, too, has this capacity. Consider the difference between raw pieces of wood and an acorn.
Raw pieces of wood do not have the power to assemble themselves into a ship. For raw pieces of
wood to form a ship requires a designer to draw up a blueprint and then take the pieces of wood
and, in line with the blueprint, fashion them into a ship. But where is the designer that causes an
acorn to develop into a full-grown oak tree? The acorn possesses the power to transform itself
into an oak tree.
Nature and design therefore represent two different ways of producing information. Nature
produces information internally. The acorn assumes the form it does through powers it contains
within itself—the acorn is a seed programmed to produce an oak tree. Accordingly, the acorn
does not create its information from scratch. Rather, it expresses already existing information,
which it derived from previous generations of oak trees. By contrast, a ship assumes the form it
does through powers external to it—a designing intelligence needs to intentionally arrange the
pieces of wood to form a ship.
Not only did the ancient Greeks know about the distinction between information and matter,
but they also knew about the distinction between design and nature. Thus Aristotle characterized
design as consisting of capacities external to objects that are needed to bring about their form.
On the other hand, he saw nature as consisting of capacities internal to objects that enable them
to transform themselves without outside help. Thus, in Book XII of the Metaphysics, Aristotle
wrote, “[Design] is a principle of movement in something other than the thing moved; nature is a
principle in the thing itself.”8 In Book II of the Physics Aristotle referred to design as completing
“what nature cannot bring to a finish.”9
The Greek word here translated “design” is techne, from which we get our word technology.
In translations of Aristotle’s work, the English word most commonly used to translate techne is
“art” (in the sense of “artifact”). Design, art, and techne are synonyms. The essential idea behind
these terms is that information is conferred on an object from outside it and that the materials
that make up the object lack the power to organize themselves into it. Thus, apart from that
outside information, the object cannot assume the form it does. For instance, raw pieces of wood
do not by themselves have the power to form a ship.
This contrasts with nature, which does have the power within itself to express information.
Thus, in Book II of the Physics, Aristotle wrote, “If the ship-building art were in the wood, it
would produce the same results by nature.”10 In other words, if raw pieces of wood had the
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capacity to form ships, we would say that ships come about by nature. The Greek word here
translated “nature” is phusis, from which we get our word physics. The Indo-European root
meaning behind phusis is growth and development. Nature produces information not by
imposing it from outside but by growing or developing informationally rich structures from the
capacities inherent in a thing. Consider again the acorn. Unlike wood that needs to be fashioned
by a designer to form a ship, acorns produce oak trees naturally—the acorn simply needs a
suitable environment in which to grow.
Aristotle claimed that the art of ship-building is not in the wood that makes up a ship. In
same vein, the art of sentence-making is not in the letters of the alphabet out of which sentences
are constructed. Likewise, the art of statue-making is not in the stone out of which statues are
made. Each of these cases requires a designer. So too, the theory of intelligent design contends
that the art of life-making is not in the physical stuff that constitutes life. Instead, life-making
requires a designer.
The central issue in the scientific debate over intelligent design and biological evolution can
therefore be stated as follows: Is nature complete in the sense of possessing all the resources it
needs to bring about the information-rich biological structures we see around us or does nature
also require some contribution of design to bring about those structures? Darwinian naturalism
argues that nature is able to create all its own information and is therefore complete. Intelligent
design, by contrast, argues that nature is merely able to reexpress existing information and is
therefore incomplete.
To argue for nature’s incompleteness seems to presuppose a fundamental distinction between
intelligent and natural causes. Can’t intelligent causes be fully natural? As the scientific
community understands them, natural causes operate according to deterministic and
nondeterministic laws and can be characterized in terms of chance, necessity, and their
combination.11 To be sure, if one is more liberal about what one means by natural causes and
includes among them end-directed (teleological) processes that are not reducible to chance and
necessity (as Aristotle and the ancient Stoics did by endowing nature with immanent teleology),
then our claim that natural causes are incomplete dissolves.
But for many in the scientific community, natural causes are at heart nonteleological and
therefore unintelligent. Natural causes, when suitably coordinated, may exhibit intelligence. Thus
animals might be viewed as purely natural objects that act as intelligent causes to achieve ends.
But the teleology they exhibit is, from a naturalistic perspective, the result of a long and blind
evolutionary process whose nuts-and-bolts causal processes are nonteleological. Given
naturalism, natural causes bring about intelligent causes but are not themselves intelligent. On
this view, intelligent causes are always reducible to nonteleological natural causes, ultimately to
the motions and interactions of particles governed by forces of attraction and repulsion.
The challenge of intelligent design, and of this paper in particular, is to show that when
natural systems exhibit intelligence by producing information, they have in fact not created it
from scratch but merely shuffled around existing information. Nature is a matrix for expressing
already existent information. But the ultimate source of that information resides in an
intelligence not reducible to nature. The Law of Conservation of Information, which we explain
and justify in this paper, demonstrates that this is the case. Though not denying Darwinian
evolution or even limiting its role as an immediate efficient cause in the history of life, this law
shows that Darwinian evolution is deeply teleological. Moreover, it shows that the teleology
inherent in Darwinian evolution is scientifically ascertainable—it is not merely an article of faith.
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2 Biology’s Information Problem
Caltech president and Nobel Prize-winning biologist David Baltimore, in describing the
significance of the Human Genome Project, stated, “Modern biology is a science of
information.”12 Biologists now recognize the crucial importance of information to understanding
life and, especially, its origin. Origin-of-life researcher and fellow Nobel Prize winner Manfred
Eigen equated the problem of life’s origin with uncovering “the origin of information.”13
Biologists John Maynard Smith and Eörs Szathmáry have explicitly placed information at the
center of developmental and evolutionary biology: “A central idea in contemporary biology is
that of information. Developmental biology can be seen as the study of how information in the
genome is translated into adult structure, and evolutionary biology of how the information came
to be there in the first place.”14
Given the importance of information to biology, the obvious question is, How does
biological information arise? For matter to be alive it must be suitably structured. A living
organism is not a mere lump of matter. Life is special, and what makes it special is how its
matter is arranged into very specific forms. In other words, what makes life special is
information. Where did the information necessary for life come from?
The emergence of life constitutes a revolution in the history of matter. A vast gulf separates
the organic from the inorganic world, and that gulf is properly characterized in terms of
information. The matter that makes up the bricks of your house and the matter that makes up
your body is essentially the same. Nevertheless, the arrangement of that matter—the
information—differs vastly in these two cases. Biology’s information problem is therefore to
determine whether (and, if so, how) purely natural forces are able to bridge the gulf between the
organic and inorganic worlds as well as the gulfs between different levels of complexity within
the organic world. Conversely, biology’s information problem is to determine whether (and, if
so, how) design is needed to complement purely natural forces in the origin and subsequent
development of life.
But how can we determine whether nature has what it takes to produce life? The sheer
commonness of life on earth tends to lull us into complacency. We look around and see life
everywhere. But there was a time when the earth contained no multi-celled organisms like us.
Before that, the earth contained no life at all, not even single-celled forms. And earlier still, there
was no earth at all, no sun or moon or sister planets. Indeed, if physicists are right, there was a
time when there were no stars or galaxies but only elementary particles like quarks densely
packed at incredibly hot temperatures. That would coincide with the moment just after the Big
Bang.
Suppose we go back to that moment. Given the history of the universe since then, we could
say—in retrospect—that all the possibilities for complex living forms like us were in some sense
present at that earlier moment in time (much as many possible statues are in some sense present
in a block of marble). From that early state of the universe, galaxies and stars eventually formed,
then planet earth, then single-celled life forms, and finally life forms as complicated as us. But
that still doesn’t tell us how we got here or whether nature had sufficient creative power to
produce us apart from design. Nature provides a necessary condition for our existence. The
question is whether it also provides a sufficient condition.
As philosopher Holmes Rolston points out, humans are not invisibly present in primitive
single-celled organisms in the same way that an oak tree is secretly present in an acorn. The oak
tree unfolds in a lawlike or programmatic way from an acorn. But the same cannot be said for the
grand evolutionary story that places single-celled organisms at one end and humans at the other
(“monad to man” evolution). There’s no sense in which human beings or any other multi-celled
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organisms are latent in single-celled organisms, much less in nonliving chemicals. For Rolston,
the claim that life is somehow already present or lurking in nonliving chemicals or that complex
biological systems are already present or lurking in simple biological systems is “an act of
speculative faith.”15
Speculative faith is not science. It is unscientific simply to assert that nature possesses the
causal powers capable of producing living forms. Rather, science has the job of demonstrating
whether nature actually does possess such causal powers. Moreover, we do not have the luxury,
like Aristotle and many ancient philosophers, of thinking that life and the universe has always
been here. Advances in astrophysics and geology show that the earth has not been here forever
and that the early earth was a tempestuous cauldron that rendered it uninhabitable. Yet somehow,
from fairly simple inorganic compounds on the early lifeless earth, life forms requiring the
precisely coordinated activity of information-rich biomacromolecules emerged. How did that
happen? How could it have happened?

3 The Darwinian Solution
Karl Marx is said to have joked that the twenty-six letters of the alphabet were his soldiers
for conquering the world.16 Yet to be successful, these soldiers required Marx’s supervision. Left
to themselves, the letters of the alphabet are inert. Mere alphabetic characters do not have the
power to transform themselves into Marx’s Das Kapital. Marx plus the letters of the alphabet,
however, do have that power. But that raises the question how Marx himself came to be.
From a Darwinian perspective, any designing intelligence, such as Marx, results from a long
and blind evolutionary process. Nature, without the need of any intelligence, starts off from a
lifeless earth and, over the course of natural history, produces life forms that eventually evolve
into human beings like Karl Marx, who then write economic treatises like Das Kapital. Within
Darwinian naturalism, only natural forces, principally natural selection acting on random
variations, control the evolutionary process. Designing intelligences may evolve out of that
process but play no role in guiding or controlling it.
Theistic evolutionists attempt to make room for God within this Darwinian scheme by
claiming that God created the universe so that Darwinian processes would produce living forms.
Accordingly, God brings about the natural forces that produce living things but makes sure not to
interfere with those forces once they are in operation. Though logically possible, theistic
evolution offers no compelling reason for thinking that nature is a divine creation. As Francisco
Ayala put it, “It was Darwin’s greatest accomplishment to show that the directive organization of
living beings can be explained as the result of a natural process, natural selection, without any
need to resort to a Creator or other external agent.”17 Darwinian evolution, far from requiring a
creator God, is perfectly happy with a natural world that is entirely self-sufficient.
Theistic evolutionists think Darwin got nature right and then adapt their theology to suit
Darwinian science. Proponents of intelligent design, by contrast, ask the logically prior question
of whether Darwin did in fact get nature right. Indeed, why should we think that natural forces,
apart from intelligent guidance, have the power to create biological information? Darwin
attempted to resolve this question by providing a naturalistic mechanism (natural selection acting
on random variations) that could effectively account for the production of biological information.
Some of Darwin’s followers consider this mechanism so effective that it makes unnecessary
any intelligence behind biology. Thus Richard Dawkins even went so far as to state, “Darwin
made it possible to be an intellectually fulfilled atheist.”18 Others, like Francis Collins, think that
an intelligence (for him, the Christian God) set up the conditions that make it possible for the
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Darwinian mechanism to bring about biological information. This view, according to Collins,
“makes it possible for the scientist-believer to be intellectually fulfilled and spiritually alive.”19
Yet for Collins and other theistic evolutionists, God’s hand is nowhere evident in the
evolutionary process. Atheistic and theistic evolution join hands in proclaiming that purposeful
design in biology is scientifically undetectable.20
How does the Darwinian mechanism replace intelligence in its account of biological
information? Richard Dawkins uses an evolutionary algorithm to illustrate how the Darwinian
mechanism is supposed to create information apart from intelligence.21 For convenience, we
refer to this example as Dawkins’s WEASEL. He starts with the following target sequence:

METHINKS•IT•IS•LIKE•A•WEASEL
(he considers only capital Roman letters and spaces, spaces represented here by bullets—thus 27
possibilities at each location in a symbol string 28 characters in length).
If we tried to attain this target sequence by pure chance (for example, by randomly shaking
out scrabble pieces consisting solely of letters and spaces), the probability of getting it on a given
try would be around 1 in 1040, and, correspondingly, it would take on average about 1040 tries to
stand a better than even chance of getting it.22 Thus, if we depended on pure chance to attain this
target sequence, we would in all likelihood be unsuccessful. To generate the linguistic
information in Dawkins’s target sequence, pure chance is simply not up to the task.
Now the beauty of the Darwinian mechanism (it is a deceptive beauty) is that it is supposed
to circumvent the limitations of pure chance. Thus, in place of pure chance, Dawkins considers
the following evolutionary algorithm: (i) Start out with a randomly selected sequence of 28
capital Roman letters and spaces, e.g.,

WDL•MNLT•DTJBKWIRZREZLMQCO•P
(ii) randomly alter individual letters and spaces in the current sequence; (iii) keep those newly
formed sequences that match more letters in the target sequence, discarding the rest. This
algorithm exemplifies the Darwinian mechanism: step (ii) corresponds to the random variations
that supply the raw potential for the evolutionary process; step (iii) corresponds to the selection
of those variants that are better fitted to their environment (in this case, those letter sequences
that match the target sequence more closely).
In very short order this algorithm converges to Dawkins’s target sequence. In The Blind
Watchmaker, he summarizes a particular run of the algorithm that in a mere 43 steps converged
to the target sequence:23
(1)

WDL•MNLT•DTJBKWIRZREZLMQCO•P

(2)

WDLTMNLT•DTJBSWIRZREZLMQCO•P
...
MDLDMNLS•ITJISWHRZREZ•MECS•P
...
MELDINLS•IT•ISWPRKE•Z•WECSEL
...
METHINGS•IT•ISWLIKE•B•WECSEL
...
METHINKS•IT•IS•LIKE•I•WEASEL
...
METHINKS•IT•IS•LIKE•A•WEASEL

(10)
(20)
(30)
(40)
(43)
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Thus, in place of 1040 tries on average for pure chance to produce the target sequence, by
employing the Darwinian mechanism it now takes on average less than 100 tries to produce it. In
short, a search effectively impossible for pure chance becomes eminently feasible for the
Darwinian mechanism.
So does Dawkins’s evolutionary algorithm demonstrate the power of the Darwinian
mechanism to create biological information? No. Clearly, the algorithm was stacked to produce
the outcome Dawkins was after. Indeed, because the algorithm was constantly gauging the
degree of difference between the current sequence from the target sequence, the very thing that
the algorithm was supposed to create (i.e., the target sequence METHINKS•IT•IS•
LIKE•A•WEASEL) was in fact smuggled into the algorithm from the start. The Darwinian
mechanism, if it is to possess the power to create biological information, cannot merely veil and
then unveil existing information. Rather, it must create novel information from scratch. Clearly,
Dawkins’s algorithm does nothing of the sort.
Ironically, though Dawkins uses a targeted search to illustrate the power of the Darwinian
mechanism, he denies that this mechanism, as it operates in biological evolution (and thus
outside a computer simulation), constitutes a targeted search. Thus, after giving his
METHINKS•IT•IS•LIKE•A•WEASEL illustration, he immediately adds: “Life isn’t like that.
Evolution has no long-term goal. There is no long-distant target, no final perfection to serve as a
criterion for selection.”24 Dawkins here fails to distinguish two equally valid and relevant ways
of understanding targets: (i) targets as humanly constructed patterns that we arbitrarily impose on
things in light of our needs and interests and (ii) targets as patterns that exist independently of us
and therefore regardless of our needs and interests. In other words, targets can be extrinsic (i.e.,
imposed on things from outside) or intrinsic (i.e., inherent in things as such).
In the field of evolutionary computing (to which Dawkins’s METHINKS•IT•IS•
LIKE•A•WEASEL example belongs), targets are given extrinsically by programmers who
attempt to solve problems of their choice and preference. Yet in biology, living forms have come
about without our choice or preference. No human has imposed biological targets on nature. But
the fact that things can be alive and functional in only certain ways and not in others indicates
that nature sets her own targets. The targets of biology, we might say, are “natural kinds” (to
borrow a term from philosophy). There are only so many ways that matter can be configured to
be alive and, once alive, only so many ways it can be configured to serve different biological
functions. Most of the ways open to evolution (chemical as well as biological evolution) are dead
ends. Evolution may therefore be characterized as the search for alternative “live ends.” In other
words, viability and functionality, by facilitating survival and reproduction, set the targets of
evolutionary biology. Evolution, despite Dawkins’s denials, is therefore a targeted search after
all.

4 Computational vs. Biological Evolution
In the known physical universe, the number of elements that can be sampled (or queried)
from a search space is always strictly limited. At the time of this writing, the fastest computer is
the $133-million IBM Roadrunner supercomputer at Los Alamos that operates at 1.059 petaflops
(i.e., just over a thousand trillion floating point operations per second).25 If we imagine each
floating point operation as able to take a sample of size 1, then this computer, even when run
over the duration of the physical universe (circa 12 billion years), would be able to sample at
most m = 1034 elements from the search space. It is estimated that the total number of organisms,
both single-celled and multi-celled, that have existed on the earth over its duration (circa 4.5
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billion years) is m = 1040.26 Thus it would take a million Roadrunner supercomputers running the
duration of the universe to sample as many “life events” as have occurred on the earth.
Throughout this paper, we treat m as the upper limit on the number of elements that a given
search can sample or query. Is there an upper limit to such upper limits? From examining the
computational capacity of the universe at large, quantum computational theorist Seth Lloyd has
shown that 10120 is the maximal number of bit operations that the known, observable universe
could have performed throughout its entire multi-billion year history.27 Thus, as the upper limit
on the number of elements that a given search can sample, m cannot exceed 10120, which sets an
absolute limit on the sample size of any search.
Most search spaces that come up in the formation of biological complexity are far too large
to be searched exhaustively. Take the search for a very modest protein, one that is, say, 100
amino acids in length (most proteins are several hundreds of amino acids in length). The space of
all possible protein sequences that are 100 amino acids in length has size 20100, or approximately
1.27 × 10130, which exceeds Lloyd’s limit. For this space, finding a particular protein via blind
search corresponds to a 1 in 10130 improbability. Exhaustively or blindly searching a space this
size to find a target this small is utterly beyond not only present computational capacities but also
the computational capacities of the universe as we know it.
Biochemist Robert Sauer has used a technique known as cassette mutagenesis to determine
how much variation proteins can tolerate in their amino acids without disrupting function. His
results show that taking this variation into account raises the probability of forming a 100subunit functional protein to 1 in 1065. But given 1065 atoms in our galaxy, this probability is still
vanishingly small. Add to this that most proteins are not 100 but 250 to 300 amino acids in
length and also that most proteins exist and operate in complexes requiring multiple proteins, and
any prospect for blind search effectively exploring biological configuration space disappears.28
Fortunately for evolutionary theory, Darwinian processes operating by natural selection are
available to take the place of blind search and, so the theory contends, able to overcome its
limitations. Darwinian search is thus supposed to counteract the vast improbabilities that at first
blush seem to undermine the formation of biological complexity. Yet evolution, even when
conceived as a Darwinian search, seems a terribly inefficient search strategy. All the significant
innovations in biological form and complexity attributable to evolution are supposed to have
taken thousands or even millions of years. Direct experimental verification of the ability of
biological evolution to produce large-scale organismal change thus seems effectively impossible.
To accelerate the poky pace of biological evolution, early computer scientists recommended
replacing the test-tube with the computer. Pioneers of evolutionary computing in the 1960s
proposed that computer simulations could overcome the difficulty of demonstrating Darwinian
evolution in the biology lab. “The Darwinian idea that evolution takes place by random
hereditary changes and selection,” wrote Nils Barricelli in 1962, “has from the beginning been
handicapped by the fact that no proper test has been found to decide whether such evolution was
possible and how it would develop under controlled conditions.”29
Whereas biological evolution occurred in deep time and therefore could not be observed,
computers could model evolutionary processes in real time and thus render their behavior
observable and open to experimental control. As J. L. Crosby put it back in the mid 1960s, “In
general, it is usually impossible or impracticable to test hypotheses about evolution in a
particular species by the deliberate setting up of controlled experiments with living organisms of
that species. We can attempt to partially to get around this difficulty by constructing [computer]
models representing the evolutionary system we wish to study, and use these to test at least the
theoretical validity of our ideas.”30 Or, as Heinz Pagels summarized the matter two decades later,
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“The only way to see evolution in action is to make computer models” because “in real time
these changes take aeons, and experiment is impossible.”31
In the last two decades, however, confidence that computational evolution elucidates
biological evolution has waned. Why is that? The short answer is that programmers can cook
computer simulations to achieve any evolutionary result they want. Take intelligent-design critic
Robert Pennock’s work on the computer program AVIDA. AVIDA, written by Christoph
Adami, uses selection to evolve certain types of logic functions, which are viewed as virtual
organisms. From the performance of this program, Pennock infers that evolutionary processes
operating in nature can produce complex biological functions.32 Yet other computer programs,
such as MESA, suggest that natural selection will have difficulty evolving features that need to
form simultaneously for selective advantage. From MESA, Pennock might just as well have
inferred that certain types of biological complexity (such as Michael Behe’s irreducibly complex
molecular machines) may be unevolvable by Darwinian means.33 So which program gives the
better insight into biological evolution, AVIDA, which seems to confirm it, or MESA, which
seems to disconfirm it?
It’s in large measure because computer programs can be manipulated to prove any
evolutionary result one wants that ICAM was started. ICAM stands for the Institute for Complex
Adaptive Matter.34 Its mission is to understand how real-world material systems (as opposed to
silicon-world virtual systems) become complex and adaptive. Talk to most working biologists,
and they will tell you that computer simulations do not shed much light on actual biological
evolution. Richard Lenski, Pennock’s collaborator on AVIDA, can appreciate this point.
Lenski is best known not for his work on computer programs that simulate biological
evolution, but rather for his work as a straight-up biologist trying to evolve populations of
bacteria in the lab. For many years, Lenski has cultured bacteria and placed them under selection
pressure. He ran one experiment for 20,000 generations (if we think of the average generation
time for humans as 20 years, then his experiment on bacteria corresponds to 400,000 years of
human evolution, which is significant even on evolutionary time scales).35 What did Lenski find
in his experiments with these bacteria (i.e., with real, as opposed to virtual, organisms)? Did he
find that his bacteria evolved novel irreducibly complex molecular machines of the sort that
Michael Behe regards as indicating intelligent design.36 Not at all. Lenski observed some small
scale changes, but nothing remarkable. And yet, when Lenski turned to computer simulations, he
found that virtual organisms are much easier to evolve than real ones, requiring only a few
hundred generations to form novel complex structures.37
Our ability to manipulate computer simulations of evolution has bred skepticism of the whole
enterprise. Back around 1990, when artificial life was the most widely discussed form of
computational evolution, John Maynard Smith called it “fact-free science.”38 For David
Berlinski, that skepticism has since turned to cynicism:
Computer simulations of Darwinian evolution fail when they are honest and succeed only
when they are not. Thomas Ray has for years been conducting computer experiments in
an artificial environment that he designated Tierra. Within this world, a shifting
population of computer organisms meet, mate, mutate, and reproduce. Sandra Blakeslee,
writing for the New York Times, reported the results under the headline “Computer ‘Life
Form’ Mutates in an Evolution Experiment: Natural Selection is Found at Work in a
Digital World.” Natural selection found at work? I suppose so, for as Blakeslee observes
with solemn incomprehension, “the creatures mutated but showed only modest increases
in complexity.” Which is to say, they showed nothing of interest at all. This is natural
selection at work, but it is hardly work that has worked to intended effect.39
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Berlinski raises here an important question: what does it mean for a computer simulation of
Darwinian evolution to succeed? For proponents of Darwinian evolution, success means that the
simulations produce the types of structures and exhibit the types of capacities that biological
evolution is supposed to have displayed in the course of natural history. Christoph Adami’s
AVIDA, Thomas Ray’s Tierra, and, Thomas Schneider’s ev (Schneider’s program attempts to
model the evolution of nucleotide binding sites) are thus supposed to constitute successes.40
Indeed, as proponents of Darwinian evolution, Adami, Ray, and Schneider have a stake in seeing
their simulations confirm standard evolutionary theory.
But critics of Darwinian evolution also write computer simulations. We’ve mentioned MESA
(by William Dembski, John Bracht, and Micah Sparacio), but there are also others, for instance,
Mendel’s Accountant (by John Sanford and John Baumgardner) as well as the tongue-in-cheek
MutationWorks (posted anonymously online).41 For such programs, success means showing that
the simulation, despite efforts by the programmers to faithfully model biological evolution,
produces no novel information or, worse yet, degrades existing information (as with Mendel’s
Accountant). Proponents of Darwinian evolution dismiss such simulations, claiming that their
failure to evolve biologically relevant information merely reflects a failure of the programs to
capture biological reality. Of course, critics of Darwinian evolution turn this criticism around,
charging that only by cooking the books do Darwinists get their programs to produce
biologically relevant information. Hence Berlinski’s claim that these programs fail when they are
honest.
Although it may seem as though we have reached an impasse, there is a way forward in this
debate. Both sides have accepted a common presupposition, namely, that it is possible to model
Darwinian evolutionary processes mathematically. Indeed, it better be possible to model
evolution mathematically if it is to constitute an exact science.42 Yet the common presupposition
that Darwinian processes can be modeled mathematically raises a logically prior question. We
have considered whether particular mathematical models of Darwinian evolution can produce the
sort of information we find in biological systems. Some appear capable of producing it, others
not. The resulting debate centers on whether these models were tendentiously manipulated to
achieve a desired result. But the logically prior question is whether, and in what sense,
mathematical models of Darwinian processes allow for the production of biologically relevant
information at all. The remainder of this paper takes up this question.

5 Active Information
Kenneth Miller, in reviewing Thomas Schneider’s work on the computer simulation ev,
attempts to account for the apparent increase in information that results from that algorithm.
“What’s needed to drive this increase?” he asks. “Just three things: selection, replication, and
mutation.” He continues,
Where’s the new information coming from? Perhaps the investigator is sneaking it into
the system at the start? No chance of that, since the starting sequences are completely
randomized. Maybe there’s hidden information in the program itself? Not likely.
Schneider has made the source code of his program open for inspection, and there isn’t
even a hint of such nonsense. Did Schneider rig the parameters of the program to get the
results he wanted? Not at all. In fact, changing the program in just about any way still
results in an increase in measurable information, so long as we keep those three
elements—selection, replication, and mutation—intact. Where the information “comes
from” is, in fact, from the selective process itself.43
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This passage is remarkable for conceding what it seems to deny. The details of Schneider’s
simulation are not important here. We have argued elsewhere that ev is not nearly as free of
investigator interference as Miller (or Schneider) makes out.44 But let’s grant, for the sake of
argument, that Miller is right in denying investigator interference with the operation of the
program. His claim that the information comes from the selective process is then correct but, in
context, misleading. Miller suggests that ev, and evolution in general, outputs more information
than it inputs. In fact, selective processes input as much information from the start as they output
at the end. In Schneider’s ev, for instance, the selective process inputted prior information in the
form of a precisely specified error-counting function that served as a fitness measure.45 Thus,
instead of producing information in the sense of generating it from scratch, evolutionary
processes produce it in the much weaker sense of merely shuffling around preexisting
information.
The view that algorithms cannot create information but only shuffle it around is longstanding
and well-established. Over 50 years ago, Leon Brillouin, a pioneer in information theory, made
that very point: “The [computing] machine does not create any new information, but it performs
a very valuable transformation of known information.”46 Nobel prize-winning biologist Peter
Medawar made the same point in the 1980s: “No process of logical reasoning—no mere act of
mind or computer-programmable operation—can enlarge the information content of the axioms
and premises or observation statements from which it proceeds.”47
To see that Darwinian processes produce information only in the weaker sense of shuffling
preexisting information rather than in the stronger sense of generating it from scratch, we need
some way of measuring the information outputted by evolutionary processes. This we have
provided in a series of technical papers forthcoming in the computational intelligence literature.48
Yet the basic idea is straightforward. Consider again Dawkins’s WEASEL. What allowed his
evolutionary algorithm to converge so quickly on the target phrase METHINKS•IT•IS•
LIKE•A•WEASEL is that a fitness function gauging distance from that phrase was embedded in
the algorithm (indeed, the very target phrase was itself stored in the algorithm). But in that case,
fitness functions gauging distance from any other string of letters and spaces could just as well
have been substituted for the one Dawkins used; and with those other fitness functions, the
algorithm could have converged on any sequence whatsoever.
So the target sequence METHINKS•IT•IS•LIKE•A•WEASEL initially had very small
probability p (roughly 1 in 1040) of arising by pure chance from a single query; and it has
probability q (close to 1) of arising from Dawkins’s evolutionary algorithm in a few dozen
queries. But that algorithm requires a precisely specified fitness function that gauges distance
from a target sequence, and such a fitness function can be built on any sequence of 28 letters and
spaces (and not just on METHINKS•IT•IS•LIKE•A•WEASEL). So how many such fitness
functions exist? Roughly 1040. And what’s the probability of finding Dawkins’s fitness function
(which gauges distance from METHINKS•IT•IS•LIKE•A•WEASEL) among all these other
possible fitness functions? Roughly 1 in 1040.
Indeed, without grammatico-semantic structures on this space of fitness functions (and if
such structures exist in the background and constrain the choice of fitness functions, where did
that information come from?), the probability distribution on this space is uniform and the
probability itself is p, or roughly 1 in 1040. So the gain in probability associated with Dawkins’s
evolutionary algorithm readily finding the target sequence (i.e., q in place of p) is offset by the
improbability of finding the fitness function that gauges distance from that sequence (i.e., p).
Dawkins’s algorithm, far from explaining how METHINKS•IT•IS•LIKE•A•WEASEL could be
produced with high probability, simply raises the new problem of how one overcomes the low
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probability of finding the right fitness function for his algorithm. Dawkins has thus filled one
hole by digging another.49
Simulations such as Dawkins’s WEASEL, Adami’s AVIDA, Ray’s Tierra, and Schneider’s
ev appear to support Darwinian evolution, but only for lack of clear accounting practices that
track the information smuggled into them. These programs capitalize on ignorance of how
information works. The information hidden in them can be uncovered through a quantity we call
active information. Active information is to informational accounting what the balance sheet is to
financial accounting. Just as the balance sheet keeps track of credits and debits, so active
information keeps track of inputs and outputs of information, making sure that they receive their
proper due. Information does not magically materialize. It can be created by intelligence or it can
be shunted around by natural forces. But natural forces, and Darwinian processes in particular,
do not create information. Active information enables us to see why this is the case.
Active information tracks the difference in information between a baseline blind search,
which we call the null search, and a search that does better at finding the target, which we call
the alternative search. Consider therefore a search for a target T in a search space Ω (assume for
simplicity that Ω is finite). The search for T begins without any special structural knowledge
about the search space that could facilitate locating T. Bernoulli’s principle of insufficient reason
therefore applies and we are in our epistemic rights to assume that the probability distribution on
Ω is uniform, with probability of T equal to p = |T|/|Ω|, where |*| is the cardinality of *.50 We
assume that p is so small that a blind or null search over Ω for T (i.e., a search for T by uniform
random sampling of Ω) is extremely unlikely to succeed. Success demands that in place of a
blind search, an alternative search S be implemented that succeeds with a probability q that is
considerably larger than p.
Whereas p gauges the inherent difficulty of locating the target T via a blind search, q gauges
the difficulty of locating T via the alternative search S. The question then naturally arises how the
blind or null search that locates T with probability p gave way to the alternative search S that
locates T with probability q. In the WEASEL, for instance, Dawkins starts with a blind search
whose probability of success in one query is roughly 1 in 1040. This is p. He then implements an
alternative search (his evolutionary algorithm) whose probability of success in a few dozen
queries is close to 1. This is q.
Dawkins leaves the discussion hanging, as though having furnished an evolutionary
algorithm that locates the target phrase with high probability (which we are calling S), he has
demonstrated the power of Darwinian processes. But in fact all he has done is shifted the
problem of locating the target elsewhere, for as we showed earlier in this section, the fitness
function he used for his evolutionary algorithm had to be carefully chosen and constituted 1 of
1040 (i.e., p) such possible fitness functions. Thus, in furnishing an alternative search whose
probability of success is q, he incurred a probability cost p of finding the right fitness function,
which coincides (not coincidentally) with the original improbability of the null search finding the
target. The information problem that Dawkins purported to solve is therefore left completely
unresolved!
In such discussions, it helps to transform probabilities to information measures (note that all
logarithms in the sequel are to the base 2). We therefore define the endogenous information IΩ as
–log(p), which measures the inherent difficulty of a blind or null search in exploring the
underlying search space Ω to locate the target T. We then define the exogenous information IS as
–log(q), which measures the difficulty of the alternative search S in locating the target T. And
finally we define the active information I+ as the difference between the endogenous and
exogenous information: I+ = IΩ – IS = log(q/p). Active information therefore measures the
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information that must be added (hence the plus sign in I+) on top of a null search to raise an
alternative search’s probability of success by a factor of q/p.
Dawkins’s WEASEL, Adami’s AVIDA, Ray’s Tierra, and Schneider’s ev are alternative
searches. As such, they improve on a null search by increasing the probability of successfully
locating targets. In information-theoretic terms, these simulations replace IΩ with IS. The
endogenous information IΩ is large, indicating the extreme difficulty of finding the target with
the blind or null search. The exogenous information IS, by contrast, is much smaller (possibly
zero), indicating the relative ease of finding the target with an alternative search S. In replacing
IΩ with IS, these simulations fail to account for the difference in these quantities. In other words,
they fail to account for the active information I+.

6 Three Conservation of Information Theorems
Active information, though easy to define mathematically, captures a profound truth. We can
begin to see this with the following example. Consider an extremely large space Ω that we must
search in order to find an extremely tiny target T. In other words, this is a classic needle-in-thehaystack problem. The probability of T with respect to the null search is therefore extremely
small, call it p. We might picture Ω as all the dry land on earth and T as a treasure chest buried
two feet underground. Next, consider an alternative search S for T conducted in the subspace Ω´
of Ω (i.e., T ⊂ Ω´ ⊂ Ω) for which the probability of successfully searching for T within Ω´ is q
(which we assume to be much larger than p). Thus, we might picture Ω´ as some small Pacific
island (say Bora Bora) on which the treasure T is buried. In this case, IΩ = –log(p) = –log P(T|Ω)
and IS = –log(q) = –log P(T|Ω´). (Note that the conditional probability P(T|Ω) is by definition
P(T ∩ Ω)/P(Ω), which, since T is contained in Ω and P(Ω) = 1, is P(T) = p; likewise, because T
is contained in Ω´, P(T|Ω´) = P(T ∩ Ω´)/P(Ω´) = P(T)/P(Ω´) = q.)
The search has now become much easier, reduced from all the dry land on earth to Bora
Bora. But what enabled the search to become easier? Simply listing the endogenous and
exogenous information leaves a crucial question unexplained. Indeed, it is not enough to know
that the null search has the very high difficulty level IΩ = –log(p), but that by choosing an
appropriate subspace we switch to an alternative search S whose difficulty level IS = –log(q) is
much lower. The key question that needs to be answered is how we knew to switch the search for
T from Ω to the subspace Ω´. In other words, how did we know that of all places on earth where
the treasure might be hidden, we needed to look on Bora Bora?
Within the larger space Ω, the subspace Ω´ has probability P(Ω´|Ω) = p/q (this follows from
T ⊂ Ω´ ⊂ Ω, P(T|Ω) = p, and P(T|Ω´) = q). So the information associated with this subspace is
–log P(Ω´|Ω) = log(q/p) = I+. Accordingly, when an alternative search improves performance
over a null search by reducing the original search space, that improved performance must be paid
for by the active information associated with knowing which reduction of the original space (i.e.,
which subspace) contains the target and therefore should be chosen. Indeed, what prompted us to
come up with Ω´ in the first place, and how did we know that it contains T? Active information
assigns a cost to any knowledge that enables us to answer this question.
The preceding example is a special case of the following theorem.
Conservation of Information Theorem (function-theoretic version). Let T be a target in
Ω. Assume that Ω is finite and nonempty, and that p = |T|/|Ω| (which we take to be extremely
small). The endogenous information is therefore IΩ = –log(p). Next, let Ω´ be another nonempty
finite space, φ be a function that maps Ω´ to Ω, and T´ = {y ∈ Ω´ | φ(y) ∈ T}. Or, in standard set14

theoretic notation, T´ = φ–1(T). Define q = |T´|/|Ω´| (which we take to be considerably bigger than
p). Given a null search for T´ in Ω´, φ induces an alternative search S for T in Ω. The exogenous
information is therefore IS = –log(q). Next, define F as the set of all functions from Ω´ to Ω and
T as the set of all functions ψ in F such that |ψ –1(T)|/|Ω´| ≥ q (i.e., each such ψ maps at least as
many elements of Ω´ to T as φ). Then |T|/|F| ≤ p/q, or equivalently the (higher-order)
endogenous information associated with finding T in F, i.e., –log(|T|/|F|), is bounded below by
the (lower-order) active information I+ = log(q/p).
Remarks. To see that this theorem includes the preceding example as a special case, let Ω´
be a subset of Ω and let φ be the embedding function that takes each element in the subset to
itself in the superset.
This theorem illustrates that the inherent difficulty of a search never goes away. The original
(null) search on Ω for T is difficult, characterized by the small probability p of finding the target.
We might then imagine that if only we could conduct an easier null search on a space Ω´ for a
target T´ (the probability of success being q >> p) and if only there were some straightforward
way to translate target elements of this alternative search to target elements of the original
search, the difficulty of the original search would dissolve. But the translation scheme that
connects the two searches (in this case, the function φ) resides in its own higher-order search
space (the space of functions between the two search spaces), which includes lots of other
translation schemes. And how do we search among them?
According to this theorem, finding a translation scheme that maintains the same level of
performance as the function φ requires an expenditure of information at least that of the active
information. The null search has an inherent difficulty IΩ = –log(p). The alternative search, by
utilizing φ, has a significantly reduced difficulty IS = –log(q). But finding the φ which enables
this reduced difficulty has itself difficulty no less than IΩ – IS = I+ = log(q/p). So constructing the
alternative search does nothing to make the original problem easier and quite possibly makes
matters worse. It’s as though one can never fool the original search.
The significance of this theorem, and of conservation of information theorems generally, is
that they track the information that was externally applied to augment the probability of
successfully searching for T and show that this information is bounded below by the active
information. In other words, these theorems show that the improved ease of search, as
represented by IS superseding IΩ, can only be purchased, in informational terms, at the cost of I+
= IΩ – IS. Conservation of information therefore shows that any improvement in the effectiveness
of an alternative search over a null search is not a free lunch. Moreover, payment can never dip
below the active information. In fact, active information represents the optimal price for
improving a search.
Finally, a technical remark needs to be made about how we are representing searches. Right
now, given our statement of this theorem, it appears that any search consists of exactly one
query. But, in general, a search consists of up to m queries, where m is the maximum number of
queries that are practicable (recall section 4). Yet, by redefining the search so that its space
consists of the m-fold Cartesian product of the original search space and by redefining the target
as the set of all m-tuples from this m-fold product for which at least one coordinate is in the
original target, it’s possible to reformulate any m-query search so that it is mathematically
equivalent to a single-query search on this Cartesian product. In consequence, single-query
searches such as appear in this theorem entail no loss of generality.
Proof. Let Ω = {x1, x2, ..., xK, xK+1, ..., xM} so that T = {x1, x2, ..., xK}, and let Ω´ = {y1, y2, ...,
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yL, yL+1, ..., yN} so that T´ = {y1, y2, ..., yL}. Then p = K/M and q = L/N and |F| = MN. From the
binomial theorem it then follows that the number of functions in F that map L elements of Ω´
into T and the remaining elements of Ω´ into Ω \ T is
N L
  K (M − K )N − L .
L
From this it follows in turn that the number of functions in F that map L or more elements of Ω´
into T and the remaining elements of Ω´ into Ω \ T
N
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Now, if we divide this number by the total number of elements in F, i.e., by MN, we get
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which is a cumulative distribution for a binomial random variable with parameters N and p. It is
also the probability of T. Since the mean for such a random variable is Np and since q = L/N, it
follows that
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It follows that –log(|T|/|F|) is bounded below by the active information I+ = log(q/p). This
proves the theorem.
The conservation of information theorem just proved is perhaps the most basic of all the
conservation of information theorems. It shows how, in constructing an alternative search that
improves on the average performance over a null search, one must pay for the improvement with
an amount not below the active information. All conservation of information theorems take this
form. Still, one might wonder whether less expensive ways exist for improving search
performance, ways that circumvent conservation of information.
Consider, for instance, Steven Pinker’s proposal that the mind is a coordinated assembly of
computational modules.51 We might therefore represent the activity of the mind in performing an
information-producing act as a search through a Cartesian product of several (finite) search
spaces: Ω1 × Ω2 × … × Ωn, which we denote by Ω. The target then, let us say, consists of some set
T = T1 × T2 × … × Tn where each Ti is a nonempty subset of Ωi. We assume that T has extremely
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small uniform probability in Ω, which we denote by p. This is the probability of a successful null
search. Note that the uniform probability on the Cartesian product is the product of the uniform
probabilities, and therefore that the uniform probability of T is the product of the uniform
probabilities of the Tis.
Now Pinker, as a materialist and computational reductionist, would refuse to explain the
mind’s success in locating T as some fluke that managed, by sheer dumb luck, to find a needle in
the haystack. The chance of the gaps is as scientifically unacceptable as the god of the gaps.
Thus instead he would want to attribute any such success to the coordination of computational
modules where the computational modules and their coordination are the result of a Darwinian
evolutionary process. Think of each of these modules, denoted by Mi, as working on its
respective space Ωi to find a target element in Ti. In other words, each Mi delivers an element ti in
Ti and together, as a result of their coordination, these modules induce an alternative search S that
delivers the n-tuple (t1,t2,…,tn) in the target T. In this wise, computational modules representing
basic mental functions can be seen to successfully search Ω for T. Pinker’s modular theory of
mind would therefore seem well on the road to vindication.
In fact, such an approach raises far more difficulties than it resolves. What, exactly, are these
modules and how, specifically, are they coordinated? Pinker never says. But even if he did or
could say, the information problem that these modules are supposed to resolve remains as
unresolved as ever. To see this, consider that the success of these modules in locating the target
depends on them increasing the probability of success well beyond the minuscule probability p
for success of the null search, characterized by a uniform probability U on Ω. Pinker’s modules,
therefore, induce an alternative search S whose probability of success, call it q, is much bigger
than p. Thus, his modules replace the uniform probability U with a new probability distribution
on Ω, call it μ, that assigns probability q to T.
But where did this μ come from? Did it just magically materialize? No, it resides in the space
of probability measures on Ω, and in that space it has to be found and identified. But how
probable is it that we can find, in this space of probability measures, a probability measure (more
often called a “probability distribution”) at least as effective as μ at locating T? As the next
theorem demonstrates, the (higher-order) probability of finding a probability distribution ν that’s
at least as effective as μ at locating T is less than or equal to p/q.
Conservation of Information Theorem (measure-theoretic version). Let T be a target in
Ω. Assume Ω is finite and T is nonempty. Let U denote the uniform probability distribution on Ω
and let p = |T|/|Ω| = U(T) (which we take to be extremely small). The endogenous information is
therefore IΩ = –log(p). Next, let μ be a probability distribution on Ω such that q = μ(T) (which we
take to be considerably bigger than p). Suppose that μ characterizes the probabilistic behavior of
an alternative search S. The exogenous information is therefore IS = –log(q). Next, let M denote
the set of all probability distributions on Ω and T be the set of probability distributions ν in M
such that ν(T) ≥ q (i.e., each such ν assigns at least as much probability to T as μ—each such ν
therefore represents a search that’s at least as effective at locating T as μ). Then the (higherorder) uniform probability of T in M, which may be denoted by U*(T), is less than or equal to
p/q. Equivalently, the (higher-order) endogenous information associated with finding T in M,
i.e., –log(U*(T)), is bounded below by the (lower-order) active information I+ = –log(U(T)) +
log(μ(T)) = log(q/p).
Proof. Let Ω = {x1, x2, ..., xK, xK+1, ..., xN} so that T = {x1, x2, ..., xK}. Then p = K/N. Next,
given that μ is a probability distribution on Ω, it follows that μ has the form
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where each ai is nonnegative, the ais together sum to 1, and each δ is a point mass (assigning
probability 1 to the corresponding xi). Indeed, each element of M has this form. It follows that
M has the geometric structure of an (N–1)-dimensional simplex consisting of all convex
combinations of N nonnegative real numbers. Moreover, its uniform probability is given by a
normalized Lebesgue measure.
Since μ(T) = q, it follows that
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Moreover, any distribution ν in T of the form
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From these facts it now follows that the uniform probability U* of T in M is given by the
following expression:52
1− q

Γ( N )
t N (1− p ) −1 (1 − t ) Np −1 dt .

Γ( N (1 − p ))Γ( Np ) 0

This last expression describes a cumulative beta distribution with first parameter r = N(1–p)
and second parameter s = Np. Integration by substitution shows that this expression can be
rewritten as
1
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t Np −1 (1 − t ) N (1− p ) −1 dt ,

Γ( Np )Γ( N (1 − p)) q
which describes a cumulative beta distribution with first parameter r = Np and second parameter
s = N(1–p). It is well known that the mean for this distribution is r/(r+s).53 In consequence,
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It follows that –log(U*(T)) is bounded below by the active information I+ = log(q/p). This
proves the theorem.
Conservation of information is also implicit in a family of mathematical results known as
NFL theorems (i.e., no free lunch theorems). Think of an evolutionary search as treating fitness
functions as a variable, with each fitness function providing a different representation of
selective advantage for the environment. A typical NFL theorem then states that the average
performance of an evolutionary search across fitness functions does not exceed blind search.
Conservation of information’s connection to NFL now becomes evident as soon as one inquires
into what enables certain fitness functions to induce alternative (evolutionary) searches that are
so much better than blind search, especially given that (by NFL) averaging across fitness
functions does no better than blind search. According to conservation of information, active
information is required to locate the fitness functions that render evolutionary search effective.
The following theorem underscores the connection between conservation of information and no
free lunch.
Conservation of Information Theorem (fitness-theoretic version). Let T be a target in Ω.
Assume Ω is finite and T is nonempty. Let U denote the uniform probability distribution on Ω
and let p = |T|/|Ω| = U(T) (which we take to be extremely small). The endogenous information is
therefore IΩ = –log(p). Next, let F denote a finite collection of fitness functions on Ω and let SΩ
denote the symmetric group on Ω (i.e., all permutations of this set). Without loss of generality,
assume that any f in F only takes values in {0, 1/M, 2/M, ..., (M–1)/M, 1} for some large fixed M
and that F includes all such f. F is therefore closed under the symmetric group SΩ, i.e., for any f
in F and any σ in SΩ, f°σ is also in F. Suppose further that any f in F induces a probability
distribution Pf on Ω (corresponding to an alternative search). Assume that each such Pf satisfies
the following invariance property: for any σ in SΩ and A ⊂ Ω, Pf°σ(σ–1A) = Pf(A). An NFL result
then follows:

1
 Pf (T ) = U(T ) .
|F | f ∈F
Assume next that g in F is such that q = Pg(T) (which we take to be considerably bigger than
p) and that g induces an alternative search S for which the exogenous information is IS = –log(q).
Let T denote the set of all fitness functions h in F such that Ph(T) ≥ q (i.e., each such h induces a
probability distribution that assigns at least as much probability to T as Pg; equivalently, each
such h induces an alternative [or evolutionary] search at least as effective at locating T as S).
Then, the (higher-order) uniform probability of T in F, i.e., |T|/|F|, which may be denoted by
U*(T), is less than or equal to p/q. Equivalently, the (higher-order) endogenous information
associated with finding T in F, i.e., –log(U*(T)), is bounded below by the (lower-order) active
information I+ = –log(U(T)) + log(Pg(T)) = log(q/p).
Remarks. This theorem attempts to characterize the informational properties of evolutionary
algorithms that use fitness functions f in F to search for possible targets in Ω (the target of
interest being T). The assumption that the probability distributions Pf induced by these fitness
functions are invariant under a group action (in this case, the symmetric group SΩ) is customary
with such theorems: it ensures that fitness is not correlated with prior knowledge of the target. As
Joseph Culberson puts it: “Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are often touted as ‘no prior
knowledge’ algorithms. This means that we expect EAs to perform without special information
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from the environment. Similar claims are often made for other adaptive algorithms.”54 If f and
f°σ were not equally effective at locating the targets T and σ–1T respectively, presumably special
information from the environment (and thus prior knowledge not available to the fitness function
f) would account for the difference.
This theorem includes a no free lunch result as well as a conservation of information result
(whose proof depends on the no free lunch result). The formula
1
 Pf (T ) = U(T )
|F | f ∈F
expresses a classic instance of NFL: it shows that an evolutionary search, when averaged across
fitness functions, does no better at locating a target T than blind or null search (in fact, it shows
the two are identical). Note that because of the invariance property of the probability
distributions Pf under the symmetric group SΩ, any constant function c over Ω that’s in F induces
a probability distribution Pc that is identical to the uniform probability U. This follows because
c°σ = c for all σ in SΩ.
Proof. Let Ω = {x1, x2, ..., xK, xK+1, ..., xN} so that T = {x1, x2, ..., xK}. Then p = K/N. Without
loss of generality, assume that N is divisible by K so that K × L = N for some L. If not, simply
expand Ω with enough finite elements so that T has probability p and K does divide N. Next, find
a set of elements σ1, σ2, ..., σL in the symmetric group SΩ such that Ti = σi–1(T) and the Tis partition
Ω with T1 = T. In other words, the Tis are disjoint, include T, and their union equals all of Ω.
Because the probability distributions induced by the fitness functions f in F are invariant
under the symmetric group SΩ, it follows that for any σ in SΩ,

P

f ∈F

f σ

(σ −1T ) =

 P (T ) .
f

f ∈F

But since as f runs through all the fitness functions in F, f°σ likewise runs through all the fitness
functions in F (that’s because F is closed under composition with elements from SΩ), it follows
that

P

f ∈F

f σ

(σ −1T ) =

 P (σ
f

f ∈F

−1

T) .

In consequence, summing all the fitness-induced probability measures over F is also
invariant under SΩ. And this in turn implies that for each i (1 ≤ i ≤ L)
1
1
1
−1
P f (σ i T ) =
P f (Ti ) =


 Pf (T )
|F | f ∈F
|F | f ∈F
|F | f ∈F
is constant. But since the Tis partition Ω with T1 = T, it follows that
L

1

 |F |  P (T ) = 1
i =1

f ∈F

and therefore that
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K
K
1
1
P f (T ) = =
= = p = U(T ) .

|F | f ∈F
L K ⋅L N
This establishes the first main claim of the theorem.
As for U*(T) = |T|/|F| being bounded above by p/q, suppose, for the sake of a contradiction,
that |T| > (p/q)|F|. That would mean that in the sum

 P (T ) ,
f

f ∈F

more than p/q of the summation elements are greater than or equal to Pg(T) = q. But that in turn
would mean that the normalized sum
1
 Pf (T ) .
|F | f ∈F
would have to be strictly greater than p. But we just established that it is equal to p.
From this contradiction it follows that U*(T) = |T|/|F| is indeed less than or equal to p/q and
therefore that –log(|T|/|F|) is bounded below by the active information I+ = log(q/p). This proves
the theorem.
This fitness-theoretic conservation of information theorem is more significant than it might at
first appear. One might think that its applicability is limited because it was formulated in such
general and seemingly unrealistic terms. What search space, for instance, allows for all possible
permutations? Most don’t. Yet, insofar as they don’t, it’s because they exhibit structures that
constrain the permissible permutations. Such constraints, however, bespeak the addition of active
information. Consider, for instance, that most evolutionary algorithms are used to search not a
completely unstructured space Ω but an m-fold Cartesian product space Ω´m, each factor Ω´
signifying a single query in an m-query search.
In that case, permissible permutations must not scramble query-order or vary from one factor
to the next but rather must act the same way on Ω´ across factors (if a permutation moves a point
from one place to another in one factor, then it must do the same in the other factors). Thus, in
place of the full symmetric group on Ω´m, whose cardinality is the factorial of |Ω´|m (i.e., |Ω´|m!),
the relevant group action would be the symmetric group on Ω´, whose cardinality is the factorial
of |Ω´| (i.e., |Ω´|!). But in resulting ratio, |Ω´|!/|Ω´|m!, the denominator completely overwhelms the
numerator. It therefore represents a huge input of active information; indeed, unless these spaces
are very very small, this ratio will be much less than p/q.
In a similar vein, one might want to constrain the fitness functions. Thus, one might think
that fitness ought to vary gradually with some underlying metric structure on the search space.
But where does such a metric structure come from? And how much does it reduce the full space
of fitness functions F? If it reduced F to some smaller space of fitness functions F´, then
|F´|/|F| represents a further addition of active information, as does the metric structure on the
underlying search space Ω (how many other metric or topological structures were possible and
what led to this one taking effect rather than the others?).
Christian Igel and Marc Toussaint have, for instance, argued that NFL theorems are
unrealistic because they focus on fitness functions closed under permutation. They suggest that
in realistic problems the focus should instead be on classes of fitness functions that are not closed
under permutation.55 All such focusing and constraining, however, imparts active information.
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Moreover, once such constraints on permissible fitness functions or permissible permutations are
fleshed out to the point where we can calculate how much active information was imparted, we
find invariably that conservation of information is preserved.
Indeed, all the conservation theorems listed in this section (and those we know of otherwise)
give active information as the extreme lower bound on the amount of information that must be
imparted to an alternative search to improve it by a given amount over a null search. Take the
measure-theoretic conservation of information theorem proved earlier in this section. We have
proved a more precise result showing that in the search for probability distributions that represent
successful (lower-order) searches, the information cost need not simply be bounded below by the
active information I+ = log(q/p) (as we showed in the theorem proved in this section) but can
grow exponentially in I+, indicating runaway informational inflation as one attempts to account
for the information required to render an alternative search successful.56

7 The Law of Conservation of Information
Laws of science are supposed to be universal in scope, hold with unfailing regularity, and
find support from a wide array of facts and observations. We submit that conservation of
information is such a law. It may be formulated as follows:
The Law of Conservation of Information (LCI). Any search that proportionately raises
the probability of locating a target by q/p with respect to blind search requires in its
formation an amount of information not less than the active information I+ = log(q/p).
In short, raise the probability of successful search by a factor of q/p, incur an information cost of
log(q/p). The rest of this section consists of bullet points devoted to elucidating this law.
General Setup. The general setup for LCI is as follows. A null search B, which is blind, sets
a probabilistic baseline p for searching the space Ω for a target T. Think of B as an Ω-valued
random variable that induces a uniform probability distribution on Ω. Regardless of what we
know or don’t know about T, we can always implement B and therefore do at least as good as B
in searching Ω for T. The question is how much better can we do than B. In practice, the
probability p of B locating T is so small that B stands no reasonable chance of success. We
therefore look to an alternative search S whose probability q of locating T is significantly larger
than p. But where did S come from? S did not magically materialize. Rather, it had to be brought
into existence through some formative process. LCI states that the formation of S required an
investment of information not less than I+ = log(q/p).
A Family of Theorems. LCI receives support from conservation theorems of the sort proved
in the last section. Such theorems confirm that the information needed to improve a search so
that its probability of successfully locating a target increases by a factor of q/p is at least I+ =
log(q/p). Even so, LCI is not itself a mathematical theorem. It says that in any circumstance
where a null search gives way to an improved alternative search, at least I+ needs to be imparted
to the alternative search. But the specific forms by which null and alternative searches can be
instantiated is so endlessly varied that no single mathematical theorem can cover all
contingencies.
That’s why, in the last section, we offered three substantially different types of conservation
of information theorems. Instead of LCI falling under one general mathematical theorem, LCI
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says that for any mathematically specific situation in which a blind search gives way to an
improved alternative search, a mathematical theorem exists showing that the alternative search
required at least I+ to be formed. Thus, instead of LCI constituting a theorem, it characterizes
situations in which we may legitimately expect to prove a conservation of information theorem.
LCI might therefore be viewed as a family of theorems sharing certain common features.
No Free Lunch Theorems. In the 1990s, William Macready and David Wolpert proved
several theorems to which they gave the descriptive tag “No Free Lunch” or “NFL.”57 These
theorems showed how evolutionary searches, when averaged across fitness functions, did no
better at locating targets than blind (or null) search. Their work had precedent. Cullen Schaffer’s
Law of Conservation of Generalization Performance, proved slightly earlier, compared a learner
who can consistently achieve “at least mildly better-than-chance performance” to “a perpetual
motion machine.”58 Schaffer’s point was that just as perpetual motion machines constitute a
thermodynamic impossibility, a learner who consistently outperforms chance (even if only
mildly so) constitutes an algorithmic impossibility. He elaborated,
An essential property of the problem of inductive generalization is that it admits no
general solution. An algorithm that is good for learning certain sets of concepts must
necessarily be bad for learning others. Moreover, no algorithm strictly dominates any
other. If two learners differ in generalization performance, there must be problems for
which each is superior to the other. As a consequence, every algorithm is appropriate in
some sphere of application and each is thus, in a sense, worthy of study.59
After Macready and Wolpert’s initial work in this area, other researchers proved additional
NFL theorems. Yu-Chi Ho and David Pepyne offered a simplified approach to these theorems.60
Thomas English formulated an information-theoretic NFL theorem, which he described
explicitly in terms of “conservation of information,” calling it a “law” as well as a “principle”
and relating it to the work of Schaffer. English’s approach underscored the futility of attempting
to design a generally superior optimizer without problem-specific information about a search.
Work on NFL theorems, in focusing on average performance of search algorithms, leads to a
natural follow-up question, namely, what are the informational costs associated with finding
algorithms that in practice are better than others? NFL is a great leveler of search algorithms. It is
counterintuitive because we know that some search algorithms are much better than others at
specific tasks. The Law of Conservation of Information, as we develop it here, presupposes the
NFL theorems and then quantifies the informational costs that makes some algorithms better
than others at performing specific tasks. According to LCI, improved performance of an
algorithm at performing a specific task is purchased at the cost of active information. Simply put,
NFL says there is a cost for effective search; LCI calculates the cost.
Church-Turing Analogue. The Law of Conservation of Information, in both scope and
function, parallels the Church-Turing Thesis of theoretical computer science.61 The ChurchTuring Thesis is a deep claim in mathematical logic about the nature of computation. LCI
functions within the theory of intelligent design as the Church-Turing Thesis functions within the
theory of computation. According to this thesis, given a procedure that is informally computable
(i.e., that is finitely specifiable and rule-based), it can be coded as an algorithm running on a
Turing machine. According to LCI, given an alternative search that does better than blind search,
the alternative search was purchased at an information cost no less than I+. The task of the design
theorist in that case is to “follow the information trail” and show where the information that this
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search outputs in locating a target was first inputted (much as the task of the computer scientist is
to show how some procedure that is informally computable can be explicitly formulated as an
algorithm capable of being run on a Turing machine).
It follows that there is no—and indeed can be no—strict mathematical proof of either the
Church-Turing Thesis or LCI. Nonetheless, the two are subject to independent verification. With
the Church-Turing Thesis, the challenge is to show that any operation that is informally
computable is also, upon a close mathematical analysis, formally computable (to date, this has
always been confirmed). Likewise with LCI, the challenge is to find where the information that
improves an alternative search over a blind search was inputted and then to calculate the amount
of this information, showing that it does not fall below I+ = log(q/p) (to date, this has also always
been confirmed).
Probability Distributions vs. Probabilistic Outcomes. Much of the power of LCI comes
from its focus not on particular probabilistic outcomes but on probability distributions. LCI is not
saying that certain unlikely outcomes or events do not, or cannot, happen. Rather, it is saying that
certain types of probability distributions cannot obtain without the addition of information. LCI
begins with the observation that different probability distributions are associated with different
searches (distributions which in many instances can be given precise mathematical
characterizations based on theoretical or empirical considerations). These distributions can
assign very different numbers to the probability of successfully concluding a search. According
to LCI, any such differences between an alternative and a null search must be accounted for in
terms of the information put into forming the alternative search.
Not Computational (or Kolmogorov) Complexity. Given an alternative search that
improves on a null search, we might think that simply by inspecting a representation of the
alternative search, it would be possible to calculate the information cost that was incurred in its
formation. And we would be wrong. When a search is represented computationally, the
complexity of its representation may be irrelevant to the information required for its formation.
With computational representations of searches, their complexity often depends on
idiosyncrasies of the underlying computational environment. Imagine searches whose targets are
sequences 1,000-bits in length. These searches might use fitness functions that gauge distance
from the target by counting the number of bits that fail to match up (i.e., they might use the
Hamming distance).
Now imagine two possible searches in this space of 1,000-bit sequences. In the first, the
fitness function gauges distance from a 1,000-bit sequence of high Kolmogorov complexity (i.e.,
the sequence is highly incompressible computationally, as we would expect with a random
sequence of coin tosses). In the other, the fitness function gauges distance from a 1,000-bit
sequence of low Kolmogorov complexity (i.e., the sequence is highly compressible, for instance,
a sequence of 1,000 zeros). The first fitness function, and thus the search associated with it, will
require considerable complexity for its representation. The second one, by contrast, will be much
simpler to represent (the main evaluation requiring a line of code that says “add number of bits
differing from 0”). And yet both searches, when identified with fitness functions, will require the
same amount of information to be located and extracted from the underlying space of fitness
functions (compare the fitness-theoretic conservation of information theorem of the last section).
The Search for a Search. In characterizing the information cost that alternative searches
incur, LCI treats searches as residing in higher-order search spaces (i.e., spaces each of whose
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elements is a search). Notably, the information imparted to improve a search picks out one class
of searches (those that with probability q or better locate T) to the exclusion of others (those that
with probability less than q locate T). LCI says that searching the original search space Ω for a
target T with probability q of success is never more difficult, and possibly much easier, than
searching a higher-order search space for a search that, when applied to the lower-order search
space Ω, finds T with that same probability.
To see what’s at stake in such a “search for a search,” imagine that you are on an island with
buried treasure. The island is so large that a blind (null) search is highly unlikely to succeed in
finding the treasure. Fortunately, you have a treasure map that will guide you to it. But where did
you find the treasure map? Treasure maps reside in a library of possible treasure maps. The vast
majority of these will not lead to the treasure. How, then, did you happen to find the right map
among all these possible treasure maps? What special information did you need to find it?
Conservation of information says that the information required to pick out the right map is never
less than the information required to locate the treasure directly.
From the vantage of LCI, searches are as real as the objects being searched. Just as the
existence and formation of those objects must be explained, so too the existence and formation of
the searches that locate those objects must be explained. Thus we might say that searches, by
residing in a space of searches, are themselves objects to be searched. This implies a hierarchy of
searches: the original search, the search for that search, the search for the search for that search,
etc. LCI says that as we regress up this search hierarchy, the search problem never becomes
easier and may in fact become more difficult. We clarify this point next.
The LCI Regress. Consider again our general setup: A null search B, which is blind, sets a
probabilistic baseline p for searching the space Ω for a target T. Because p is so small that B
stands no practical possibility of locating T, success in searching for T requires an alternative
search S that has probability q of locating T, where q is much larger than p. But that raises the
question, how did we find S? S resides in a higher-order search space, call it Ω(2), and specifically
in a higher-order target T(2) consisting of all searches that have probability at least q of locating
the original target T (for consistency let Ω(1) = Ω and let T(1) = T). But how easy is it to find T(2) in
Ω(2)? LCI tells us that doing so requires at least I+ = log(q/p). Moreover, once we’ve found the
alternative search S in T(2), we still have to use it to search for the original target T in Ω. This
lower-order search has probability q of success, which corresponds to the exogenous information
IS = –log(q).
Thus, the information required to successfully locate the original target T by first searching a
higher-order search space for S and then using S to search for T requires at least I+ + IS = log(q/p)
– log(q) = –log(p) = IΩ. This shows that the endogenous information (i.e., inherent difficulty) of
using a higher-order search to locate the original target T is at least as great as the original
endogenous information. We represent this fact by the inequality
I Ω (1) ≤ I Ω ( 2 ) ,

where the first term denotes the original lower-order endogenous information of finding T
directly (i.e., IΩ since Ω = Ω(1)) and the second denotes the higher-order endogenous information
of finding T indirectly by first searching Ω(2) for a higher-order target T(2).
Given LCI, this inequality implies (by mathematical induction) that as we move up the
search hierarchy to search for higher-order targets T(3), T(4), etc. within higher-order search spaces
Ω(3), Ω(4), etc., higher-order endogenous information associated with locating the original target T
will never diminish and may well increase. We call this the LCI Regress and write
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I Ω (1) ≤ I Ω ( 2 ) ≤ I Ω ( 3 ) ≤  .

Here IΩ(3) sums the information needed to locate T(3) plus the information needed to locate T(2)
using a search in T(3) plus the information needed to locate the original T using a search in T(2).
So, we may ask, if an alternative search achieves a high probability of locating a target T that
is extremely improbable with respect to a null (or blind) search, where did the information that
enables the alternative search to be successful come from? From a higher-order search? But, as
the LCI Regress shows, a higher-order search requires at least as much information to locate T as
any lower-order search. Borrowing from Peter to pay Paul at best maintains, and may even
intensify, the debt now owed to Peter. Likewise borrowing from Andrew to pay Peter maintains
or intensifies the debt still further. Indeed, borrowing from one lender to pay another does
nothing to redress a debt. Where, then, does the LCI Regress end? In fact, it may not end,
implying that the information that enables an alternative search to succeed in locating T was
present always. Alternatively, it may end because an external information source added the
information needed to locate T. One option suggests front-loading of information, the other
direct input. Both options evoke intelligent design.
Entropy. The LCI regress suggests a deep connection between the Law of Conservation of
Information and the Second Law of Thermodynamics. In Logic and Information, Keith Devlin
considers the thermodynamic significance of information:
Perhaps information should be regarded as (or maybe is) a basic property of the universe,
alongside matter and energy (and being ultimately interconvertible with them). In such a
theory (or suggestion for a theory, to be more precise), information would be an intrinsic
measure of the structure and order in parts or all of the universe, being closely related to
entropy (and in some sense its inverse).62
According to the LCI Regress, the information needed for effective search tends to increase
as time moves backward (that’s because searches proceed in time and the search for a given
search necessarily precedes the given search). Yet, according to the Second Law of
Thermodynamics, the unavailability of energy for conducting useful work in an isolated nonequilibrium system, as measured by entropy, tends to increase as times moves forward. It seems,
then, that information as characterized by the Law of Conservation of Information may be
regarded as inverse to entropy: increased information indicates an increased capacity for
conducting successful search whereas increased entropy indicates a decreased capacity for doing
the work necessary to conduct a search.
Given the paradox of Maxwell’s Demon,63 which indicates the ability of an information
source to decrease entropy over time, the Law of Conservation of Information might actually
prove more basic than the Second Law of Thermodynamics. The title of Leo Szilard’s celebrated
1929 paper on Maxwell’s Demon is worth recalling here: “On the Decrease of Entropy in a
Thermodynamic System by the Intervention of Intelligent Beings.”64 The information source that
for Szilard reverses entropy is intelligent. Likewise, the LCI Regress, as noted in the last bullet
point, suggests that intelligence is ultimately the source of the information that accounts for
successful search.
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8 Applying LCI to Biology
Biology’s reception of Darwinism might have been less favorable had scientists heeded
Darwin’s contemporary John Stuart Mill. In 1843, sixteen years before the publication of
Darwin’s Origin of Species, Mill published the first edition of his System of Logic (which by the
1880s had gone through eight editions).65 In that work Mill lays out various methods of
induction. The one that interests us here is his method of difference. Mill described this method
as follows:
If an instance in which the phenomenon under investigation occurs, and an instance in
which it does not occur, have every circumstance in common save one, that one occurring
only in the former; the circumstance in which alone the two instances differ is the effect,
or the cause, or an indispensable part of the cause, of the phenomenon.66
Essentially this method says that to discover which of a set of circumstances is responsible for an
observed difference in outcomes requires finding a difference in the circumstances associated
with each outcome. An immediate corollary of this method is that common circumstances cannot
explain a difference in outcomes.
Suppose you and a friend have been watching TV, eating popcorn, and lounging on a
vibrating couch. Yet your friend is now staggering about bleary-eyed whereas you are moving
and seeing just fine. Precisely because the TV, popcorn, and vibrating couch are common to both
your experience, they do not explain why your friend is having difficulties and you are doing
fine. To explain the difference, you need to find not what’s common to your circumstances but
what’s different. When you remember that your friend also consumed an inordinate amount of
alcohol whereas you simply drank water, you’ve applied Mill’s method to explain the difference.
This method, so widely used in everyday life, is crucially relevant to biological evolution.
Indeed, it helps bring some sense of proportion and reality to the inflated claims so frequently
made on behalf of Darwinian processes. We’ve already cited (in section 5) Kenneth Miller’s
overselling of Darwinism, where he claims that “what’s needed to drive” increases in biological
information is “just three things: selection, replication, and mutation,”67 Mill’s method of
difference gives the lie to Miller’s claim. It’s easy to write computer simulations that feature
selection, replication, and mutation—and that go absolutely nowhere. It’s also possible to write
such simulations that solve interesting problems and produce salient patterns. But because
selection, replication, and mutation are common to both such simulations, they can’t, as Mill’s
method makes clear, account for the difference.
Nils Barricelli, writing about computer simulations of evolution as far back as 1961,
understood this point:
The selection principle of Darwin’s theory is not sufficient to explain the evolution of
living organisms if one starts with entities having only the property to reproduce and
mutate. At least one more theoretical principle is needed, a principle which would explain
how self-reproducing entities could give rise to organisms with the variability and
evolutionary possibilities which characterize living organisms.68
Barricelli’s point here is exactly correct: Miller’s holy trinity of selection, replication, and
mutation are “not sufficient”; “at least one more theoretical principle is needed.” Unfortunately,
Barricelli’s subsequent proposal for the missing theoretical principle is mistaken. What was his
proposal? Symbiogenesis, the idea that organisms or simple replicators can combine to form
new, more complex organisms or replicators.69
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These days, symbiogenesis is most closely associated with the research of biologist Lynn
Margulis, who has been working on this topic for several decades.70 Although she describes
many interesting cases of symbiogenesis, she hasn’t shown how this process constitutes a general
solution to biology’s information problem. Symbiogenesis, whether operating in real or in virtual
biology, can at best mix existing traits; it cannot create fundamentally new ones. For instance,
when two organisms merge in symbiogenesis, the genetic complement of the newly formed
organism is simply the sum of the genes from the original two organisms—no new genes are
created. Genuine novelty is therefore beyond symbiogenesis’ reach. And yet, genuine novelty is
precisely what the steady increase of biological information over the course of natural history
exhibits.
Neither Barricelli’s nor Margulis’s proposals have won the day. The reason they haven’t is
that symbiogenesis, like genetic mutation, is simply another undirected way of producing raw
variation in biological structures. To resolve biology’s information problem requires harnessing
that variation. For most evolutionary biologists, that’s the job of natural selection. Thus
Margulis, though an outspoken critic of neo-Darwinism (which locates the source of
evolutionary variation in genetic mutation), will admit, “I am definitely a Darwinist.” Yet with
no apparent sense of irony, she immediately added “I think we are missing important information
about the origins of variation.”71 The missing ingredient in her account of evolution is in fact
staring her in the face: information! Yet rather than focus on the role of information in guiding
evolution, Margulis continues to focus on undirected sources of variation. Supplementing
Miller’s “mutation” with other nonteleological sources of variation such as symbiogenesis does
nothing to meet the challenge raised by Mill’s method of difference.
The failure of selection, replication, and mutation (or undirected variation more generally—
include here symbiogenesis, genetic drift, lateral gene transfer, etc.) to drive evolution is evident
not just in computer simulations but also in actual biological experiments. Consider, for instance,
Sol Spiegelman’s work on the evolution of polynucleotides in a replicase environment. To
evolve his polynucleotides, Spiegelman inserted information: the replicase protein was supplied
by the investigator from a viral genome as were the activated mononucleotides needed to feed
polynucleotide synthesis. Yet even without such investigator interference, which has no analogue
in a Darwinian conception of natural history, a deeper problem remains. According to Miller,
selection, replication, and mutation (or variation) increase information. Yet Spiegelman
demonstrated that even with all these factors at play, information steadily decreased over the
course of his experiment. Brian Goodwin, in his summary of Spiegelman’s work, underscores
this point:
In a classic experiment, Spiegelman in 1967 showed what happens to a molecular
replicating system in a test tube, without any cellular organization around it. The
replicating molecules (the nucleic acid templates) require an energy source, building
blocks (i.e., nucleotide bases), and an enzyme to help the polymerization process that is
involved in self-copying of the templates. Then away it goes, making more copies of the
specific nucleotide sequences that define the initial templates. But the interesting result
was that these initial templates did not stay the same; they were not accurately copied.
They got shorter and shorter until they reached the minimal size compatible with the
sequence retaining self-copying properties. And as they got shorter, the copying process
went faster. So what happened with natural selection in a test tube: the shorter templates
that copied themselves faster became more numerous, while the larger ones were
gradually eliminated. This looks like Darwinian evolution in a test tube. But the
interesting result was that this evolution went one way: toward greater simplicity.72
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The problem that Spiegelman identified here is merely the tip of the iceberg. Yes, evolution
had better be complexity-increasing if it is to deserve all the attention it receives. But complexity
also needs to be going somewhere. In fact, in the history of life, increasing complexity has been
in the service of building magnificent structures of incredible sophistication and elegance. How
could evolution accomplish all this, especially given NFL and LCI? Complexity theorist Stuart
Kauffman understands the challenge:
The no-free-lunch theorem says that, averaged over all possible fitness landscapes, no
search procedure outperforms any other.... In the absence of any knowledge, or
constraint, [read “information”] on the fitness landscape, on average, any search
procedure is as good as any other. But life uses mutation, recombination, and selection.
These search procedures seem to be working quite well. Your typical bat or butterfly has
managed to get itself evolved and seems a rather impressive entity. The no-free-lunch
theorem brings into high relief the puzzle. If mutation, recombination, and selection only
work well on certain kinds of fitness landscapes, yet most organisms are sexual, and
hence use recombination, and all organisms use mutation as a search mechanism, where
did these well-wrought fitness landscapes come from, such that evolution manages to
produce the fancy stuff around us?73
According to Kauffman, “No one knows.”74
Let’s be clear where our argument is headed. We are not here challenging common descent,
the claim that all organisms trace their lineage to a universal common ancestor. Nor are we
challenging evolutionary gradualism, that organisms have evolved gradually over time. Nor are
we even challenging that natural selection may be the principal mechanism by which organisms
have evolved. Rather, we are challenging the claim that evolution can create information from
scratch where previously it did not exist. The conclusion we are after is that natural selection,
even if it is the mechanism by which organisms evolved, achieves its successes by incorporating
and using existing information.
Mechanisms are never self-explanatory. For instance, your Chevy Impala may be the
principal mechanism by which you travel to and from work. Yet explaining how that mechanism
gets you from home to work and back again does not explain the information required to build it.
Likewise, if natural selection, as operating in conjunction with replication, mutation, and other
sources of variation, constitutes the primary mechanism responsible for the evolution of life, the
information required to originate this mechanism must still be explained. Moreover, by the Law
of Conservation of Information, that information cannot be less than the mechanism gives out in
searching for and successfully finding biological form and function.
It follows that Dawkins’s characterization of evolution as a mechanism for building up
complexity from simplicity fails. For Dawkins, proper scientific explanation is “hierarchically
reductionistic,” by which he means that “a complex entity at any particular level in the hierarchy
of organization” must be explained “in terms of entities only one level down the hierarchy.”75
Thus, according to Dawkins, “the one thing that makes evolution such a neat theory is that it
explains how organized complexity can arise out of primeval simplicity.”76 This is also why
Dawkins regards intelligent design as unacceptable:
To explain the origin of the DNA/protein machine by invoking a supernatural [sic]
Designer is to explain precisely nothing, for it leaves unexplained the origin of the
Designer. You have to say something like “God was always there,” and if you allow
yourself that kind of lazy way out, you might as well just say “DNA was always there,”
or “Life was always there,” and be done with it.77
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Conservation of information shows that Dawkins’s primeval simplicity is not as nearly
simple as he makes out. Indeed, what Dawkins regards as intelligent design’s predicament of
failing to explain complexity in terms of simplicity now confronts materialist theories of
evolution as well. In Climbing Mount Improbable, Dawkins argues that biological structures that
at first blush seem vastly improbable with respect to a blind search become quite probable once
the appropriate evolutionary mechanism is factored in to revise the probabilities.78 But this
revision of probabilities just means that a null search has given way to an alternative search. And
the information that enables the alternative search to be successful now needs itself to be
explained. Moreover, by the Law of Conservation of Information, that information is no less than
the information that the evolutionary mechanism exhibits in outperforming blind search. The
preceding block quote, which was intended as a refutation of intelligent design, could therefore,
with small modifications, be turned against natural selection as well:
To explain the origin of the DNA/protein machine by invoking natural selection is to
explain precisely nothing, for it leaves unexplained the origin of the information that
natural selection requires to execute evolutionary searches. You have to say something
like “the information was always there,” and if you allow yourself that kind of lazy way
out, you might as well just say “DNA was always there,” or “Life was always there,” and
be done with it.79
Conservation of information therefore points to an information source behind evolution that
imparts at least as much information to the evolutionary process as this process in turn is capable
of expressing by producing biological form and function. As a consequence, such an information
source has three remarkable properties: (1) it cannot be reduced to purely material or natural
causes; (2) it shows that we live in an informationally porous universe; and (3) it may rightly be
regarded as intelligent. The Law of Conservation of Information therefore counts as a positive
reason to accept intelligent design. In particular, it establishes ID’s scientific bona fides.
Several attempts have been made to block NFL- and LCI-inspired design inferences as they
apply to biology. Olle Häggström, a Swedish mathematician, thinks that the no free lunch
theorems have been, as he puts it, “hype[d].” According to him, “any realistic model for a fitness
landscape will have to exhibit a considerable amount of what” he calls “clustering, meaning that
similar DNA sequences will tend to produce similar fitness values much more often than could
be expected under [a model that allows all possible fitness landscapes].”80 For Häggström,
“realistic models” of fitness presuppose “geographical structures,” “link structures,” search space
“clustering,” and smooth surfaces conducive to “hill climbing.”81 All such structures, however,
merely reinforce the teleological conclusion we are drawing, which is that the success of
evolutionary search depends on the front-loading or environmental contribution of active
information. Simply put, if a realistic model of evolutionary processes employs less than the full
complement of fitness functions, that’s because active information was employed to constrain
their permissible range.
Building on Häggström’s criticism, statistician Ronald Meester also questions the
applicability of NFL (and by implication LCI) to biology. Like Häggström, Meester sees the
NFL theorems as dealing “with an extreme situation: averaging over all fitness functions.”82 A
less “extreme,” or more “realistic,” model would focus on fewer fitness functions. But, as
already noted, any such model, by focusing on fewer fitness functions, needs to constrain the
total space of fitness functions, and any such constraint entails an imposition of active
information. Yet Meester also extends Häggström’s argument:
In a search algorithm as defined in the present article, a sufficiently special target set can
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only be reached when the search algorithm is very carefully tailored around the fitness
function. This conclusion is a direct consequence of our discussion of the NFL theorems
and beyond. This implies that this special target can only be reached by programming
with insight into the future. Since Darwinian evolution cannot look into the future, this
forces us to conclude that simulations cannot be used for the purpose of explaining how
complex features arise into the universe.83
But how does Meester know that Darwinian evolution cannot look into the future? Certainly
it is part of the popular mythology associated with Darwinism that it is a nonteleological theory.
We quoted Jerry Coyne to that effect in section 1. Such quotes appear across the Darwinian
literature. But how do we know that evolution is nonteleological or that any teleology in it must
be scientifically unascertainable. Imagine you are on an ancient ship and observe a steersman at
the helm. The ship traverses difficult waters and reaches port. You conclude that the vessel’s
trajectory at sea was teleological. Why? Two things: you see a steersman controlling the ship’s
rudder who, on independent grounds, you know to be a teleological agent; also, you witness the
goal-directed behavior of the ship in finding its way home.
Now imagine a variation on this story. An ancient sailor comes on board a twenty-first
century ship that is completely automated so that a computer directly controls the rudder and
guides the vessel to port. No humans are on board other than this sailor. Being technologically
challenged, he will have no direct evidence of a teleological agent guiding the ship—no
steersman of the sort that he is used to will be evident. And yet, by seeing the ship traverse
difficult channels and find its way home by exactly the same routes he took with ancient ships
guided by human steersmen, he will be in his rights to conclude that a purpose is guiding the ship
even if he cannot uncover direct empirical evidence of an embodied teleological agent at the
helm.84
Now, the Law of Conservation of Information gives this conclusion extra quantitative teeth.
According to LCI, any search process that exhibits information by successfully locating a target
must have been programmed with no less than what we defined as the active information. Thus,
armed with LCI, our ancient steersman, however technologically challenged otherwise, could
reasonably infer that a teleological agent had put the necessary active information into the ship
(the ship, after all, is not eternal and thus its information could not have resided in it forever).
Like the ancient sailor, we are not in a position to, as it were, open the hood of the universe and
see precisely how the information that runs evolution was programmed (any more than the sailor
can peer into the ship’s computers and see how it was programmed). But LCI guarantees that the
programming that inserts the necessary information is nonetheless there in both instances.
Stricter Darwinists may resist this conclusion, but consider the alternative. When we run
search algorithms in evolutionary computing, we find that these searches are inherently
teleological (Meester readily concedes this point). So, we may ask, do such mathematical models
adequately represent biological evolution? In these models, careful tailoring of fitness functions
that assist in locating targets is always present and clearly teleological. If these models
adequately represent biological evolution, then this teleological feature of fitness ought to be
preserved in nature, implying that Darwinian evolution is itself teleological.
To avoid this conclusion, we must therefore hold that these models somehow fail to capture
something fundamental about the inherent nonteleological character of nature. But on what
basis? It’s only in virtue of such models that we can be said to have a scientific theory of
evolution at all. But no nonteleological mathematical models of Darwinian evolution are known.
All of them readily submit to the Law of Conservation of Information. Thus, to deny that these
models adequately represent biological evolution is to deny that we have an adequate model of
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evolution at all. But in that case, we have no scientific basis for rejecting teleology in evolution.
Without a clear mathematical underpinning, evolution degenerates into speculation and mysterymongering.
Meester claims that these models are irrelevant to biology because Darwinian evolution is
inherently nonteleological. But he simply begs the question. Darwinian evolution, as it plays out
in real life, could potentially look into the future (and thus be teleological) if the fitness it
employed were, as Meester puts it, “programmed with insight into the future.” And how do we
know that it isn’t? The search algorithms in evolutionary computing give rampant evidence of
teleology—from their construction to their execution to the very problems they solve. So too,
when we turn to evolutionary biology, we find clear evidence of teleology: despite Dawkins’s
denials, biological evolution is locating targets. Indeed, function and viability determine
evolution’s targets (recall section 3) and evolution seems to be doing a terrific job finding them.
Moreover, given that Darwinian evolution is able to locate such targets, LCI underwrites the
conclusion that Darwinian evolution is teleologically programmed with active information.
Häggström and Meester, in mistakenly criticizing the applicability of NFL- and LCI-inspired
design inferences to biology, are at least asking the right questions. Biologists Allen Orr and
Richard Dawkins, in criticizing such inferences, display conceptual and technical confusion.
Orr’s criticism centers on the capacity of fitness to change as populations evolve. Fitness
coevolves with an evolving population, and this, for Orr, allows natural selection to work
wonders where otherwise it might be hampered. In reviewing William Dembski’s No Free
Lunch, Orr writes,
Consider fitness functions that are as unsmooth as you like, i.e., rugged ones, having lots
of peaks and few long paths up high hills. (These are the best studied of all fitness
landscapes.) Now drop many geographically separate populations on these landscapes
and let them evolve independently. Each will quickly get stuck atop a nearby peak. You
might think then that Dembski’s right; we don’t get much that’s interesting. But now
change the environment. This shifts the landscape’s topography: a sequence’s fitness isn’t
cast in stone but depends on the environment it finds itself in. Each population may now
find it’s no longer at the best sequence and so can evolve somewhat even if the new
landscape is still rugged. Different populations will go to different sequences as they live
in different environments. Now repeat this for 3.5 billion years. Will this process yield
interesting products? Will we get different looking beasts, living different kinds of lives?
My guess is yes.85
Guessing aside, a straightforward mathematical analysis settles the matter.86 It is quite true
that fitness can change over time. But nothing in our mathematical development of LCI requires
static, time-independent fitness functions. Given an m-query search of a space Ω, it can be
represented as a 1-query search of the m-fold Cartesian product Ωm. Fitness on this product may
well change from factor to factor. But this observation poses no challenge to LCI. Mathematics
is well able to accommodate Orr’s coevolving fitness functions. Coevolving fitness functions
leave the Law of Conservation of Information intact. Note that Wolpert and Macready, when
they first stated the NFL theorems, proved them for time-independent as well as for timedependent fitness functions.87 Both NFL and LCI apply to coevolving fitness functions.
Finally, we consider a criticism by Richard Dawkins. According to it, design inferences in
biology are rendered superfluous because of the presumed ability of selection to cumulate
biological function and complexity by small incremental steps (each of which is quite probable).
Dawkins’s WEASEL is his best known illustration of cumulative selection. We analyzed the
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WEASEL program in sections 3 and 5, showing how active information was inserted into it to
ensure that it located the target phrase METHINKS•IT•IS•LIKE•A•WEASEL. Dawkins has
asserted the cumulative power of natural selection for over twenty years, going back to his 1986
book The Blind Watchmaker, repeating the claim in his 1996 book Climbing Mount Improbable,
and repeating it yet again in his most recent 2006 book The God Delusion, where he writes,
What is it that makes natural selection succeed as a solution to the problem of
improbability, where chance and design both fail at the starting gate? The answer is that
natural selection is a cumulative process, which breaks the improbability up into small
pieces. Each of the small pieces is slightly improbable, but not prohibitively so.88
This claim cannot be sustained in the face of LCI. Dawkins here describes an evolutionary
process of, let us say, m steps (or “pieces”), each of which is sufficiently probable that it could
reasonably happen by chance. But even m highly probable events, if occurring independently,
can have a joint probability that’s extremely low. Dawkins himself makes this point: “When
large numbers of these slightly improbable events are stacked up in series, the end product of the
accumulation is very very improbable indeed, improbable enough to be far beyond the reach of
chance.”89 Dawkins here tacitly presupposes an evolutionary search space that consists of an mfold Cartesian product. Moreover, he rightly notes that uniform probability on this space (which
is the product of uniform probabilities on the individual factors—this is elementary probability
theory) assigns a very low probability (high endogenous information) to such evolutionary
events.
In consequence, for natural selection to be a powerful cumulative force, it’s not enough that
the individual steps in Dawkins’s evolutionary process be reasonably probable (or only “slightly
improbable”); rather, all these reasonably probable steps must, when considered jointly, also be
reasonably probable. And this just means the Dawkins has, with zero justification, substituted an
alternative search for a null search. But whence this alternative search? Darwinian theory has no
answer to this question. To paraphrase Dawkins, “You have to say something like ‘the
alternative search just magically appeared or was always there,’ and if you allow yourself that
kind of lazy way out, you might as well just say ‘DNA was always there,’ or ‘Life was always
there,’ and be done with it.”90 Cumulative selection, as Dawkins characterizes it, does nothing to
explain the source of evolution’s creative potential. LCI, by contrast, shows that evolution’s
creative potential lies in its incorporation and use of active information.

9 Conclusion: “A Plan for Experimental Verification”
In a 2002 address to the American Scientific Affiliation, Francis Collins, then director of the
NIH’s National Human Genome Research Institute, posed the following challenge to intelligent
design: “A major problem with the Intelligent Design theory is its lack of a plan for experimental
verification.”91 We submit that the Law of Conservation of Information makes such a plan
feasible.
The Law of Conservation of Information states that active information, like money or energy,
is a commodity that obeys strict accounting principles. Just as corporations require money to
power their enterprises and machines require energy to power their motions, so searches require
active information to power their success. Moreover, just as corporations need to balance their
books and machines cannot output more energy than they take in, so searches, in successfully
locating a target, cannot give out more information than they take in.
It follows from the Law of Conservation of Information that active information cannot be
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gotten on the cheap but must always be paid for in kind. As such, this law has far reaching
implications for evolutionary theory, pointing up that the success of evolutionary processes in
exploring biological search spaces always depends on preexisting active information. In
particular, evolutionary processes cannot create from scratch the active information that they
require for successful search.
The Law of Conservation of Information, however, is not merely an accounting tool. Under
its aegis, intelligent design merges theories of evolution and information, thereby wedding the
natural, engineering, and mathematical sciences. On this view (and there are other views of
intelligent design), its main focus becomes how evolving systems incorporate, transform, and
export information.92 Moreover, a principal theme of its research becomes teasing apart the
respective roles of internally produced and externally applied information in the performance of
evolving systems.
Evolving systems require active information. How much? Where do they get it? And what
does this information enable them to accomplish? Tracking and measuring active information in
line with the Law of Conservation of Information is the plan we propose for experimentally
verifying intelligent design and thus meeting Collins’s challenge. Evolution is a theory of
process. It connects dots by telling us that one thing changes into another and then specifies the
resources by which the transformation is (supposed to be) effected. According to the Law of
Conservation of Information, active information will always constitute a crucial resource in
driving targeted evolutionary change (and much of that change in biology, we have argued, is
indeed targeted—exceptions include cyclic variation and genetic drift).
Tracking and measuring active information to verify intelligent design is readily achieved
experimentally. Consider, for instance, that whenever origin-of-life researchers use chemicals
from a chemical supply house, they take for granted information-intensive processes that isolate
and purify chemicals. These processes typically have no analogue in realistic prebiotic
conditions. Moreover, the amount of information these processes (implemented by smart
chemists) impart to the chemicals can be calculated. This is especially true for polymers, whose
sequential arrangement of certain molecular bases parallels the coded information that is the
focus of Shannon’s theory of communication.93 In such experiments, a target invariably exists
(e.g., a simple self-replicating molecule, an autocatalytic set, or a lipid membrane).94
Just as information needs to be imparted to a golf ball to land it in a hole, so information
needs to be imparted to chemicals to render them useful in origin-of-life research. This
information can be tracked and measured. Insofar as it obeys the Law of Conservation of
Information, it confirms intelligent design, showing that the information problem either
intensifies as we track material causes back in time or terminates in an intelligent information
source. Insofar as this information seems to be created for free, LCI calls for closer scrutiny of
just where the information that was given out was in fact put in.
In such information-tracking experiments, the opponent of intelligent design hopes to
discover a free lunch. The proponent of intelligent design, by contrast, attempts to track down
hidden information costs and thereby confirm that the Law of Conservation of Information was
preserved. There is no great mystery in any of this. Nor do such experiments to confirm
intelligent design merely apply to the origin of life. Insofar as evolution (whether chemical or
biological) is an exact experimental science, it will exhibit certain informational properties. Are
those properties more akin to alchemy, where more information comes out than was put in? Or
are they more akin to accounting, where no more information comes out than was put in? A
systematic attempt to resolve such questions constitutes a plan for experimentally verifying
intelligent design.
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